Predictive Effect of System Inflammation Response Index for Progression of Chronic Kidney Disease in Non-Dialyzing Patient
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**Purpose:** Scant research has been conducted on the interplay between the systemic inflammation response index (SIRI) and chronic kidney disease (CKD). The present study endeavors to meticulously scrutinize the association between SIRI and renal function. Additionally, we aim to assess its efficacy in predicting the progression of CKD in non-dialysis patients.

**Patients and Methods:** Adult patients with CKD who were not undergoing dialysis were enrolled, and follow-up data were obtained. Data from distinct groups were extracted and meticulously compared. A comprehensive analytical approach was adopted, including logistic regression analysis, Kaplan-Meier analysis, Cox proportional hazards regression analysis, and subgroup analysis.

**Results:** Our study included 1420 patients, with a mean age of 61 ± 17 years, and 63% were male. 244 (17.2%) patients experienced the progression of CKD. As the level of ln(SIRI) increased, patients tended to be older, with a higher proportion of males, and increased prevalence rates of hypertension, stroke, heart failure, and progression of CKD. Additionally, the levels of baseline creatinine and C-reactive protein were elevated, while the levels of estimated glomerular filtration rate and hemoglobin decreased. Upon adjusting for demographic and biochemical variables, logistic regression analysis indicated that ln(SIRI) was independently associated with advanced CKD in pre-dialysis patients (OR=1.59, 95% CI: 1.29–1.95, P<0.001). Moreover, Cox proportional-hazard analysis revealed that ln(SIRI) independently predicted CKD progression (HR: 1.3, 95% CI: 1.07–1.59, P=0.009). Conducting a subgroup analysis, we observed significant interactions between ln(SIRI) levels and gender (p<0.001), age (p=0.046), and hypertension (p=0.028) in relation to the progression of CKD.

**Conclusion:** Our study’s findings demonstrate a significant association between SIRI and fundamental renal function, and independently establish a correlation between SIRI and the progression of CKD in pre-dialysis patients. These observations suggest that SIRI holds promise as a potential predictor for CKD progression.
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**Introduction**

The incidence of CKD is on the rise,1 and numerous studies have indicated that the worsening of CKD is linked to a heightened risk of mortality.2–5 Consequently, CKD has emerged as a prevalent health concern in China, leading to an escalation in the societal burden. It is imperative to gain a deeper comprehension of the clinical predictors associated with the onset and progression of CKD. Addressing this unmet need will provide valuable insights into early prevention strategies and innovative management approaches. Indeed, risk factors related to the progression of CKD have been consistently associated with inflammation.6 The presence of excess adipose tissue, particularly in central obesity, triggers the production of pro-inflammatory adipose hormones while reducing the levels of anti-inflammatory adipose hormones.
Consequently, this imbalance leads to an accumulation of macrophages within adipose tissue. These infiltrating macrophages are known to produce elevated levels of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α). Additionally, the visceral adipose tissue contains abundant free fatty acids, which are associated with the production of interleukin-6 (IL-6).

The infiltration of inflammatory cells and the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-6, contribute significantly to the exacerbation of chronic inflammation in patients with CKD. This chronic inflammatory state is linked to the progression and worsening of CKD in affected individuals. Following the inflammatory processes, activation of the renin-angiotensin system and endothelial dysfunction play pivotal roles in the deterioration of renal function. These mechanisms further contribute to the progression of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and its associated complications.

In response to inflammation, neutrophils and lymphocytes play crucial roles. A high neutrophil count is primarily indicative of infection, whereas a low lymphocyte count reflects poor general health and physiological stress. Monocytes, on the other hand, can undergo differentiation into inflammatory macrophages, monocyte-derived dendritic cells, or reemerge as activated monocytes. The neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and monocyte/lymphocyte ratio (MLR) have emerged as important markers of inflammation. High monocyte counts and low lymphocyte counts are used as markers of inflammation based on the hypothesis that the MLR is more effective and robust in detecting inflammation compared to assessing the number of lymphocytes or monocytes separately.

The association between NLR (neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio), MLR (monocyte/lymphocyte ratio), and CKD progression has been widely investigated.

In the study conducted by Kuo et al., it was found that a high NLR is associated with a higher risk of CKD in men younger than 60 years of age. Similarly, MLR has been identified as an independent predictor of the risk of new-onset CKD and diabetic kidney injury in other studies. Moreover, Yoshitomi et al. observed that a high NLR is associated with poor renal outcomes, including end-stage renal disease requiring dialysis or death. However, there have been conflicting findings in some investigations, where NLR did not act as an independent risk factor affecting the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR).

The Systemic Inflammation Response Index (SIRI), which considers three distinct white blood cell subsets (neutrophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes), reflects the intricate interplay between inflammation and immunity. Past research has demonstrated a strong association between SIRI and cardiovascular death as well as all-cause mortality. On the other hand, elevated SIRI levels have been linked to an increased risk of stroke and certain stroke subtypes. Additionally, higher SIRI has been associated with an increased incidence of myocardial infarction (MI). These findings indicate that SIRI serves as a valuable marker in predicting adverse cardiovascular outcomes and underscores the importance of monitoring and addressing systemic inflammation in the context of cardiovascular health.

Given the limited research on the association between Systemic Inflammation Response Index (SIRI) and chronic kidney disease (CKD), we conducted this study to explore and elucidate the predictive capability of SIRI concerning CKD progression. By investigating this relationship, we aim to contribute valuable insights into the potential role of SIRI as a predictor for CKD advancement, which may have important implications for early detection and improved management of CKD patients.

Materials and Methods

Population

This study was a retrospective cohort study which was conducted at the Department of Nephrology in Guangzhou, China, specifically at the Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University, which covered the Tian-he and Ling-nan districts. The participants included adult individuals who were admitted to the nephrology clinic between July 6, 2015, and December 29, 2018. These individuals were screened for the presence of International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes related to chronic kidney disease (CKD) (specifically N18, N18.8, N18.9, N19).

Inclusion criteria encompassed pre-dialysis CKD patients who had follow-up data, while certain exclusion criteria were applied. Patients who were undergoing dialysis, those age less than 18 years, individuals with follow-up intervals less than 30 days, patients with acute infectious diseases, autoimmune diseases, malignancy, or...
incomplete data were excluded from the study. This study was performed in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the ethics committees of the Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University, ensuring adherence to ethical guidelines and patient confidentiality ([2019]02-490-01). All patients or their legally authorized representatives provided the written informed consents.

Data Collection
Clinic data for the study were obtained by consulting the electronic medical record system, which allowed researchers to access relevant patient information and medical history. On the other hand, biochemical data were collected using the Hitachi 7600 automatic biochemical analyzer. This advanced equipment enabled the accurate measurement of various biochemical parameters. The test results were then accessed and collected through the test results query system, ensuring a systematic and standardized approach to data retrieval for analysis in the study.

Definition and Diagnosis Criteria
The Systemic Inflammation Response Index (SIRI) was calculated using the following formula:

\[
SIRI = \frac{\text{neutrophilcount} \times \text{monocytecount}}{\text{lymphocyctecount}}
\]

\[ = \frac{\text{SCr/κ, 1}^{1.209} \times 0.993^{1.018 \times \text{female} - 1.159 \times \text{black}}}{\text{SCr/κ, 1}}
\]

where SCr is serum creatinine (in mg/dl), κ is 0.7 for females and 0.9 for males, α is −0.329 for females and −0.411 for males, min is the minimum of SCr/κ or 1, and max is the maximum of SCr/κ or 1.21 Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is defined as either renal injury or a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) below 60 mL/min per 1.73 m² sustained for a period of three or more months, with profound implications for an individual’s overall health. Indicators of renal impairment encompass various elements, including albuminuria (defined as an albumin excretion rate [AER] equal to or exceeding 30 mg per 24 hours, or an albumin-to-creatinine ratio [ACR] of 30 mg/g [equivalent to 3 mg/mmol]), urinary sediment irregularities, electrolyte imbalances and other manifestations resulting from tubular disorders, pathological findings unveiled through histological examination, structural anomalies detected by imaging techniques, and a prior history of kidney transplantation.22

Diabetic Kidney Disease (DKD) is a clinical syndrome characterized by persistent albuminuria and a progressive decline in renal function. It typically implies the presence of a specific pattern of glomerular disease. The clinical approach to diagnosing DKD involves the following criteria. 1. Persistent albuminuria or reduced eGFR: A clinical diagnosis of DKD can be established when there is persistent moderate (A2) or severe (A3) albuminuria, or when there’s a consistent decrease in estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) to less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m². In Type 1 Diabetes (T1DM), this typically occurs at least 5 years after the onset of diabetes, whereas in Type 2 Diabetes (T2DM), it can occur at the onset of diabetes. Persistent abnormalities are defined as a minimum of two elevated Albumin-to-Creatinine Ratio (ACR) levels more than three months apart, or two eGFR values below 60 mL/min/1.73 m² at least 90 days apart. 2. Association with Diabetic Retinopathy: In T1DM, approximately 95% of patients with diabetic nephropathy (DKD) also have diabetic retinopathy. Thus, the absence of retinopathy may suggest a diagnosis other than diabetic nephropathy. However, in T2DM, the absence of diabetic retinopathy does not provide a strong negative predictive value for the diagnosis of diabetic nephropathy. 3. Exclusion of Alternative Kidney Disease: The diagnosis of DKD is typically based on clinical features. Kidney biopsy is recommended when there are features suggestive of other renal diseases or diagnostic uncertainty.23–25

Hypertensive nephropathy (HTN) is a kind of the kidney injury due to chronic high blood pressure. It was defined as a presumptive diagnosis that was clinically characterized in accordance to the following criteria: 1) development of renal dysfunction only after more than 10 years from the diagnosis of hypertension; 2) negative urinalysis except for 24 h proteinuria that however had to be <1 gr/24h at all determinations (at least 3) in the 12 months before study enrollment; 3) exclusion of patients with a documented diagnosis of a different renal disease.26,27

CKD progression is defined as the last eGFR decreased by 40% from baseline, and the time interval ≥ 30 days.28 Hypertension is defined as systolic blood pressure (SBP) ≥ 140 mm Hg and/or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≥ 90 mm Hg, previously diagnosed hypertension, or usage of any antihypertensive medications.
Patients are considered to have diabetes mellitus if they had a fasting glucose ≥ 7.0 mmol/L, an HbA1c ≥ 6.5%, took insulin or other anti-diabetic medications or reported a history of diabetes. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as initial body weight divided by height squared (kg/m^2).

Statistical Analysis
The SIRI was transformed into ln (SIRI) as it was non-normal distribution. There is no established standard for grouping SIRI according to previous reports.

In the study of Lin et al they divided SIRI into four groups based on quartiles, and evaluated the association between SIRI and the adverse prognosis of atrial fibrillation-associated ischemic stroke patients. Based on previous studies, according to ln(SIRI) distribution, participants were equally classified into four groups: Q1 group [ln(SIRI) ≤-0.39], Q2 group [ln(SIRI):-0.39~0.037], Q3 group [ln(SIRI): 0.037~0.5] and Q4 group [ln(SIRI)>0.5].

In our study, continuous variables were subjected to comparison through either the independent Student’s t-test or the Mann–Whitney U-test, while categorical variables underwent analysis using the Chi-Square test. The relationship between ln(SIRI) and CKD (3–5) was explored utilizing logistic regression analysis. Survival curves were constructed using the Kaplan–Meier method, and their comparison was conducted through the Log rank test. In order to identify significant independent risk factors for the desired outcomes, a comprehensive multivariable Cox proportional hazard regression analysis was conducted. Lastly, a subgroup analysis was performed to further investigate potential associations. All calculations were performed using the SPSS software package, version 23 (IBM).

Results
The study encompassed a total of 9142 patients diagnosed with CKD in the system. After excluding individuals with malignancy, patients undergoing renal replacement therapy, individuals with acute infectious disease and autoimmune disease, as well as those lacking follow-up data, a final cohort of 1420 adult participants was enrolled for analysis (Figure 1).

The Baseline Characteristics of Quantiles of ln(SIRI) Within the Pre-Dialysis CKD Adult Population Were Examined
In the realm of chronic kidney disease etiology, a notable classification encompasses four distinct categories: hypertensive kidney disease, diabetic kidney disease, chronic glomerular kidney disease, and various other causal factors. Among

![Figure 1 Inclusion process.](https://doi.org/10.2147/JIR.S432699)
our observed cases, 35 (2.5%) were attributed to hypertensive kidney disease, 286 (20.1%) to diabetic kidney disease, 241 (17%) to glomerulonephritis, and 858 (60.4%) to other underlying causes. The average age of the adult participants in the study was 61 ± 17 years, with 63% being male. Among them, 435 (48.6%) male and 263 (50.1%) female patients were older than 65 years old, showing no statistical differences in age distribution between genders. The mean BMI was 23.28 ± 3.67 kg/m², and it was observed that the level of BMI was higher in male participants compared to female participants (23.49 ± 3.67 vs 22.92 ± 3.66, P=0.005). Throughout the median 390 days of follow-up, 244 (17.2%) participants experienced progression of CKD. The patients were categorized into four groups based on quartiles of ln(SIRI) (Q1–Q4). As the ln(SIRI) levels increased, the patients tended to be older, and the proportion of male participants, prevalence rates of hypertension, stroke, heart failure, and progression of CKD also increased. Additionally, higher levels of baseline serum creatinine (Cr) and C-reactive protein (CRP) were observed with increasing ln(SIRI), while the levels of estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) and hemoglobin decreased. Furthermore, statistical differences were observed among the four groups in terms of serum levels of uric acid (UA), phosphorus (P), sodium (Na), and chloride (Cl). (Table 1).

### Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of Quantiles of Ln(SIRI) Among the Non-Dialysis CKD Adult Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1 ≤-0.39</th>
<th>Q2 -0.39–0.037</th>
<th>Q3 0.037–0.5</th>
<th>Q4 &gt;0.5</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (year)</strong></td>
<td>58.1±16.88</td>
<td>60.4±17.3</td>
<td>62.38±16.31</td>
<td>65.99±15.83</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>203(57.3%)</td>
<td>213(60.2%)</td>
<td>220(62%)</td>
<td>257(72.6%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg/m²)</strong></td>
<td>23.52±3.53</td>
<td>23.43±3.67</td>
<td>23.33±3.47</td>
<td>22.8±3.96</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoker</strong></td>
<td>56(15.8%)</td>
<td>52(14.7%)</td>
<td>68(19.2%)</td>
<td>84(23.7%)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drinker</strong></td>
<td>35(9.9%)</td>
<td>27(7.6%)</td>
<td>42(11.8%)</td>
<td>40(11.3%)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypertension</strong></td>
<td>206(58.2%)</td>
<td>245(69.2%)</td>
<td>245(69%)</td>
<td>270(76.3%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAD</strong></td>
<td>54(15.3%)</td>
<td>56(15.8%)</td>
<td>90(25.4%)</td>
<td>95(26.8%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DM</strong></td>
<td>159(44.9%)</td>
<td>169(47.7%)</td>
<td>167(47%)</td>
<td>150(42.4%)</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroke</strong></td>
<td>41(11.6%)</td>
<td>40(11.3%)</td>
<td>47(13.2%)</td>
<td>63(17.8%)</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heart failure</strong></td>
<td>47(13.3%)</td>
<td>69(19.5%)</td>
<td>81(22.8%)</td>
<td>97(27.4%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atrial fibrillation</strong></td>
<td>11(3.1%)</td>
<td>13(3.7%)</td>
<td>22(6.2%)</td>
<td>21(5.9%)</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Progression of CKD</strong></td>
<td>40(11.3%)</td>
<td>58(16.4%)</td>
<td>59(16.6%)</td>
<td>87(24.6%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antihypertensive agents</strong></td>
<td>264(74.6%)</td>
<td>302(85.3%)</td>
<td>297(83.7%)</td>
<td>298(84.2%)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARB</strong></td>
<td>191(54%)</td>
<td>203(57.2%)</td>
<td>196(55.2%)</td>
<td>192(54.1%)</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACEI</strong></td>
<td>46(13%)</td>
<td>45(12.7%)</td>
<td>59(16.6%)</td>
<td>73(20.6%)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CCB</strong></td>
<td>137(38.7%)</td>
<td>191(53.8%)</td>
<td>185(52.1%)</td>
<td>215(60.6%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>β-blocker</strong></td>
<td>86(24.3%)</td>
<td>116(32.7%)</td>
<td>138(38.9%)</td>
<td>174(49%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>α-blocker</strong></td>
<td>22(6.2%)</td>
<td>39(11%)</td>
<td>30(8.5%)</td>
<td>64(18%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPC</strong></td>
<td>60(16.9%)</td>
<td>70(19.7%)</td>
<td>64(18%)</td>
<td>70(19.7%)</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diuretics</strong></td>
<td>103(29.1%)</td>
<td>122(34.5%)</td>
<td>124(34.9%)</td>
<td>164(46.3%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypoglycemic agents</strong></td>
<td>173(48.9%)</td>
<td>180(50.8%)</td>
<td>174(49%)</td>
<td>184(52%)</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
The Relationship of SIRI and CKD Stages 3–5

As demonstrated in Table 2, our study conducted a logistic regression analysis, which was adjusted for demographic and biochemical variables, to examine the independent association of ln(SIRI) with the advance stages of CKD. The results revealed a significant and independent association between ln(SIRI) and the advance stages of CKD (odds ratio [OR] = 1.59, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.29–1.95, P < 0.001).

Additionally, we identified several other factors that showed associations with CKD stages 3–5. Specifically, age, hypertension, uric acid, potassium, and phosphorus were positively associated with CKD stages 3–5. On the other hand, female gender, coronary artery disease, diabetes mellitus, and low-density lipoprotein were found to be negatively associated with CKD stages 3–5.

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CAD, coronary atherosclerotic heart disease; DM, diabetes; ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; ACEI, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors; CCB, calcium channel antagonist; SPC, single-pill combination; Cr, creatinine; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; Glu, glucose; K, potassium; UA, uric acid; Na, natrium; Cl, chlorine; P, phosphorus; TC, total cholesterol; LDL, low density lipoprotein; LpA, lipoprotein A.
The Predictive Power of ln(SIRI) for CKD Progression

In accordance with the classification principle described earlier, ln(SIRI) was transformed into categorical variables, specifically divided into four groups denoted as Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between ln(SIRI) categories and the likelihood of CKD progression, with the Q1 group serving as the reference. The results revealed that higher ln(SIRI) values (specifically in Q4) exhibited the strongest predictive power for CKD progression when compared to the Q1 group (p < 0.001), as depicted in Figure 2. Furthermore,

**Table 2** Logistic Regression Analysis of CKD 3–5 with Ln(SIRI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Crude Model</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln(SIRI)</td>
<td>1.91 (1.61–2.28)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.56 (1.29–1.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.03 (1.02–1.04)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.04 (1.03–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.39 (0.29–0.51)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.38 (0.28–0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2.18 (1.64–2.89)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.97 (1.45–2.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>0.57 (0.38–0.85)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.57 (0.37–0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>0.57 (0.44–0.75)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.52 (0.39–0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94 (0.91–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 (1–1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.06 (1.53–2.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.83 (1.15–2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 (0.81–1.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**: Crude model. Model 1: adjusted for Age Sex Smoker Drinker Hypertension CAD DM Stroke H.F A.F. Model 2: adjusted for Age Sex HDL BMI Smoker Drinker Hypertension CAD DM Stroke H.F A.F Primary Cr UA K P Na Cl Albumin LDL TG LpA.

**Figure 2** Kaplan–Meier survival estimates in patients according to categories of ln(SIRI) are given.
a Cox proportional-hazard analysis was performed to evaluate the independent predictive capability of ln(SIRI) for CKD progression. The analysis indicated that ln(SIRI) independently predicted CKD progression, with a hazard ratio (HR) of 1.3 and a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 1.07–1.59 (P = 0.009). This suggests that elevated ln(SIRI) levels are associated with an increased risk of CKD progression in the studied population. Moreover, it is noteworthy that other factors, including age, gender, BMI, hypertension, phosphorus (P), and hemoglobin (HGB), were also identified as predictors for CKD progression in the study, as indicated in Table 3.

Subgroup Analysis
Based on the recognized differences in ln(SIRI) levels with respect to demographic characteristics, we conducted a subgroup analysis by stratifying the study population based on age, gender, and history of certain diseases (hypertension, coronary atherosclerotic heart disease, heart failure, diabetes mellitus, and stroke) as well as BMI classification. Our findings from the subgroup analysis suggest that gender (p < 0.001 for interactions), age (p = 0.046 for interactions), and hypertension (p = 0.028 for interactions) were significant modifiers for the association between ln(SIRI) levels and the progression of CKD, as shown in Figure 3. In the analysis stratified by gender, it was observed that male patients were associated with a 1.7-fold higher risk of CKD progression (95% CI, 1.34–2.17). Additionally, participants aged 65 years or older had a 1.46-fold higher risk of CKD progression (95% CI, 1.09–1.97).

In our study, it was observed that patients with hypertension had a 1.26-fold higher risk of CKD progression (95% CI, 1.01–1.59), indicating a potential association between hypertension and the advancement of CKD. On the other hand, we did not find significant interactions between ln(SIRI) and other factors such as BMI (body mass index), CAD (coronary artery disease), HF (heart failure), DM (diabetes mellitus), and stroke for the progression of CKD (p > 0.05 for interaction).

Discussion
In our study, we observed a strong correlation between the level of ln(SIRI) and various CKD clinical characteristics and inflammatory status. As the level of ln(SIRI) increased, several notable trends were observed: Age: The patients tended to be older with higher ln(SIRI) levels. Gender: There was a higher proportion of male participants with elevated ln(SIRI) levels. Cardiovascular diseases: The prevalence rates of cardiovascular diseases, such as coronary artery disease, heart failure, and other positive outcomes, were found to increase with higher ln(SIRI) levels. Renal function: Worsening renal function was associated with elevated ln(SIRI) levels, indicating a potential link between systemic inflammation and declining kidney function. CRP (C-reactive protein): The level of CRP, an inflammatory marker, increased with higher

| Table 3 Cox Proportional-Hazard Analysis of Ln(SIRI) and CKD Progression |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
|                            | Crude Model                 | Model 1                     | Model 2                     |
|                            | HR (95% CI)                 | P                           | HR (95% CI)                 | P                           | HR (95% CI)                 | P                           |
| ln(SIRI)                   | 1.68(1.4,2.01)              | <0.001                      | 1.66(1.37,2)                | <0.001                      | 1.3(1.07,1.59)              | 0.009                      |
| Age                        | 0.99(0.98,1)                | 0.024                       | 0.99(0.98,1)                | 0.165                       | 0.99(0.95,1.03)              | 0.489                      |
| Sex                        | 1.3(0.97,1.73)              | 0.075                       | 1.64(1.20,2.25)             | 0.002                       | 0.95(0.92,0.99)              | 0.012                       |
| BMI                        | 0.95(0.92,0.99)             | 0.012                       | 0.99(0.95,1.03)             | 0.489                       | 0.95(0.92,0.99)              | 0.012                       |
| Hypertension               | 1.62(1.15,2.27)             | 0.006                       | 1.5(1.04,2.16)              | 0.031                       | 1.62(1.15,2.27)              | 0.006                       |
| P                          | 0.6(0.37,0.97)              | 0.038                       | 0.96(0.93,0.99)             | 0.002                       | 0.6(0.37,0.97)              | 0.038                       |
| Albumin                    | 0.9(0.97,0.99)              | <0.001                      | 0.98(0.97,0.99)             | <0.001                      | 0.9(0.97,0.99)              | <0.001                      |

Notes: Crude model. Model 1: adjusted for Age Sex Smoker Drinker Hypertension CAD DM Stroke H.F A.F BMI. Model 2: adjusted for Age Sex HDL BMI Smoker Drinker Hypertension CAD DM Stroke H.F A.F Primary Cr UA K P Na Cl Albumin LDL TG LpA CRP HGB.
ln(SIRI) levels, suggesting a strong association between systemic inflammation and ln(SIRI) in the context of CKD. These findings suggest that ln(SIRI) may serve as a valuable biomarker for evaluating the inflammatory status and clinical characteristics of CKD patients. The significant associations observed in our study underscore the potential utility of ln(SIRI) in predicting disease progression and guiding therapeutic interventions in CKD management (Table 1).

In the context of Logistic Regression analysis, we observed positive correlations not only between the natural logarithm of SIRI (ln(SIRI)) but also with age, gender, hypertension, potassium, and phosphorus concerning CKD3–5. These significant associations align with the established pathophysiological mechanisms of CKD, thereby augmenting the authenticity and validity of our study (Table 2). Of particular interest, Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and Diabetes Mellitus (DM) exhibited a negative association with CKD3–5. This unexpected discovery could be attributed to specific characteristics of the study population.

First of all, we had 648 patients with diabetes, representing 45.6% of the total population. There were 283 cases of diabetic nephropathy, accounting for 19.9% of the total population and 43.6% of diabetic patients. The prevalence of AECI/ARB in diabetic patients was higher than that in non-diabetic patients [ARB:405 (62.5%) VS 377 (48.8%), p<0.001; ACEI: 120 (18.5%) VS 104 (13.5%), p=0.009]. In diabetic patients, the proportion of ARB use was higher in patients with diabetic nephropathy than in patients without diabetic nephropathy [213 (75.3%) VS 192 (52.6%), p<0.001], while the proportion of ACEI use was similar between the two groups [57 (20.1%) VS 63 (17.4%), =0.349] (Supplementary Table 1). It can be seen that even though the use of ACR drugs in non-diabetic patients is close to 50%, the use of renal-protective drugs in diabetic patients and diabetic nephropathy patients is more than 60%. Therefore, in this study, especially in diabetic patients, active treatment was taken to protect the kidney.

Otherwise, we observed that the average glucose level in our cohort remained below 7 mmol/l, the glomerular filtration rate may have been artificially elevated due to the increased osmotic pressure resulting from the slight elevation in glucose levels.
Additionally, the occurrence and progression of renal damage induced by diabetes can be categorized into five distinct stages. Importantly, it’s worth noting that the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) may exhibit an increase during the first three stages. Here’s an overview of previous three stages: Stage 1: This stage marks the early phase of diabetes-related renal damage. A prominent feature is the enhancement of glomerular ultrafiltration. At this point, there is an increase in kidney volume, dilation of glomerular arterioles, elevated renal plasma flow, and a substantial rise in glomerular pressure, all of which contribute to a significant increase in the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). Stage 2: In this stage, thickening of the glomerular capillary basement membrane (GBM) and slight widening of the mesangial matrix become evident. Most cases still maintain a normal urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER), although it may intermittently increase, such as after physical activity or during periods of stress. GFR may also experience a modest increase. Stage 3: In the early phases of diabetic nephropathy, notable thickening of the GBM and widening of the mesangial matrix are observed, along with the appearance of arteriolar wall hyalinization. During this stage, persistent microalbuminuria develops, with UAER consistently falling between 20 and 200 µg/min (normal < 10 µg/min), while GFR remains either above normal or within the normal range.29–31

The diagnosis of CAD typically necessitates procedures such as computed tomography angiography or coronary angiography, both of which involve the administration of iodine-containing contrast media. However, these examinations are not commonly conducted in patients with chronic kidney disease due to the potential risk of renal function impairment associated with these agents. Importantly, patients with normal estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR) tend to tolerate contrast media better, so our findings indicate a positive association between CAD and eGFR.32

As anticipated, the natural logarithm of Systemic Immune-Inflammation Index (ln(SIRI)) demonstrated an independent association with the progression of Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) (see Table 3). This finding can be attributed to several underlying mechanisms. Systemic or intrarenal inflammation plays a crucial role in the dysregulation of the microvascular response to its regulatory factors, which sustains the production of various tubular toxins, including reactive oxygen species (ROS). Consequently, this leads to tubular injury, nephron dropout, and the initiation of CKD.

Circulating proinflammatory cytokines activate intrarenal micro-vessels, particularly endothelial cells and leukocytes, resulting in a localized amplification of proinflammatory factors and ROS. These processes, in turn, affect cell-surface adhesion molecules and disrupt the glycocalyx layer. Consequently, endothelial barrier function, activation of the coagulation system, and receptor-mediated vasoreactivity become compromised. These inflammation-mediated alterations can ultimately induce irreversible tubular injury and failure of nephrons.33

Neutrophils and lymphocytes play crucial roles in responding to inflammation. A high neutrophil count is typically indicative of an ongoing infection, while a low lymphocyte count often reflects poor general health and physiological stress. Monocytes, on the other hand, possess the ability to differentiate into inflammatory macrophages, monocyte-derived dendritic cells, or can circulate as activated monocytes.

The Systemic Immune-Inflammation Index (SIRI), which incorporates the counts of neutrophils, lymphocytes, and monocytes, reflects the intricate interplay between inflammation and immunity. It serves as a pertinent reminder of the interconnectedness of these two vital processes. Furthermore, in our study, we observed a positive correlation between SIRI and C-reactive protein (CRP), implying that SIRI can serve as a reliable indicator of the inflammatory status in patients with CKD.12

In a stratified analysis, it was determined that the interactions between ln(SIRI) and BMI, CAD, heart failure, diabetes mellitus, and stroke were not statistically significant. This outcome implies that these specific conditions or factors did not exert a significant influence on the association between ln(SIRI) and the progression of CKD.

As anticipated, there was a positive correlation between ln(SIRI) and patient age, as evident from Table 1. Notably, when we employed age 65 years as the threshold, a significant interaction was observed while analyzing ln(SIRI) concerning CKD progression. Consequently, age emerged as an independent factor influencing the impact of SIRI levels on the risk of CKD progression.

Age-related changes in the renal system encompass a reduction in both the size and quantity of nephrons, along with tubulointerstitial alterations, thickening of the glomerular basement membrane, and elevated glomerulosclerosis. The aging process is further characterized by the gradual decline of tubular function, diminished sodium reabsorption, decreased potassium excretion, and compromised urine concentrating capacity. These age-associated factors may collectively contribute to an augmented vulnerability to Acute Kidney Injury (AKI).34 On the other hand, aging induces systemic changes throughout the entire body. Mechanistically, age-related elevations in inflammatory levels are referred to as aging-associated inflammatory
Senescent cells, predominantly fibroblasts, found in the elderly, play a role in generating proinflammatory factors collectively termed as senescence-associated secretory phenotypes. As individuals age, the immune system becomes less efficient in degrading misfolded proteins and organelles, leading to the accumulation of senescent cells and subsequently causing systemic inflammation.

In the subgroup analysis based on hypertension, a significant interaction was observed when analyzing ln(SIRI) concerning the progression of CKD. Existing evidence supports the notion that inflammation plays a role in the pathogenesis of hypertension. Notably, immune cells have been detected in the kidneys of hypertensive patients. Moreover, biomarkers of inflammation, including high-sensitive CRP, cytokines, and products of the complement pathway, are found to be elevated in individuals with hypertension. Recent findings indicate that hypertension is closely associated with the activation of complement and the inflammasome, along with alterations in the phenotype of circulating immune cells, particularly myeloid cells. These inflammatory processes are interconnected, ultimately leading to the engagement of the adaptive immune system through mechanisms involving oxidative stress, modifications of endogenous proteins, and changes in antigen processing and presentation. As a result, hypertension is often accompanied by additional inflammation, which contributes to the worsening of CKD. The interplay between hypertension and inflammation plays a pivotal role in the progression of chronic kidney disease.

Remarkably, the gender-stratified analysis revealed that male patients exhibited a 1.7-fold higher risk of CKD progression (95% CI, 1.34–2.17), while no significant association was observed among female patients. This suggests that inflammation may manifest more aggressively in males, thereby contributing to the worsening of renal function. However, it should be noted that this finding differs from some previous studies. For instance, in the study conducted by Al-Daghri et al, a significant association was found between elevated levels of IL-6 and female subjects. Additionally, elevated levels of CRP were significantly associated with the risk of hypertension only in female subjects, while in male subjects, a significant association between elevated levels of TNF-α and the risk of developing insulin resistance (IR) was observed. These discrepancies in inflammatory characteristics between the two genders underscore the complexity of the relationship. Nevertheless, it is evident that both sexes are linked to inflammation, albeit with distinct patterns and associations with specific inflammatory markers. Such gender-specific differences may be crucial in understanding the underlying mechanisms of inflammation-related diseases and their impact on various health outcomes.

In the study by Eytan Cohen et al, the researchers concluded that inflammatory markers are indeed significantly higher in women compared to men. The authors put forward several theoretical explanations to account for this observation.

Firstly, it is noted that female patients tend to have a higher proportion of subcutaneous fat when compared to males. This disparity in body fat distribution between the sexes may play a role in the differences in inflammation levels observed. Secondly, sex hormones are known to influence the circulating levels of inflammatory proteins. Specifically, postmenopausal hormonal replacement treatment has been associated with increased concentrations of C-reactive protein. This suggests that hormonal fluctuations or interventions could be contributing factors to the variation in inflammatory marker levels between men and women.

Upon reviewing the results of our study, we observed that out of the total patient population, 435 individuals (48.6%) were male, and 263 individuals (50.1%) were female, both of which were older than 65 years old, without any statistical differences in age distribution. The average Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated to be 23.28 ± 3.67 kg/m². Interestingly, male patients exhibited a higher BMI level compared to female patients, with means of 23.49±3.67 kg/m² and 22.92±3.66 kg/m², respectively, and this difference was found to be statistically significant (P=0.005). In our study population, although half of the female CKD patients were postmenopausal, it was noted that none of the patients had undergone hormonal replacement treatment, as indicated in the medical records. Moreover, the average BMI level in our population was less than 25 kg/m², which suggests that the inflammation related to excess body fat might be less pronounced in our patient cohort. This observation could potentially explain why male patients were associated with a higher risk of CKD progression, while no significant association was observed in female patients. The differences in BMI levels and the absence of hormonal replacement treatment may contribute to the variation in inflammation between the two genders and the subsequent impact on CKD progression. It is important to consider these factors when interpreting the study results and their implications for the management and understanding of CKD in different gender populations.
Our study exhibited several limitations. Firstly, it was a retrospective study, which implies that inherent data biases might be present. Secondly, further investigation is required to comprehensively understand the underlying mechanisms revealed in this study. Prospective studies, cellular models, and animal model studies will be necessary to confirm and expand upon our findings. Thirdly, the unavailability of raw pathological data represents another limitation in our study. Addressing these limitations in future research may contribute to a more robust and complete understanding of the subject matter.

**Conclusion**

Our study’s findings demonstrate a significant association between SIRI and fundamental renal function, and independently establish a correlation between SIRI and the progression of CKD in pre-dialysis patients. These observations suggest that SIRI holds promise as a potential predictor for CKD progression.
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